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• There will be four phases to this assignment. 

• Phase 1: Individually written Preproposal due Jan 30th  (10%) 
• Phase 2: Individually written Proposal due Feb 27th      (20%) 
• Phase 3: Written Peer Reviews due March 25th    (20%) 
• Phase 4:  A Review Panel will meet on  April 1st and 3rd  (20%) 
• Phase 5: Oral presentations on April 15th and 17th   (10%) 
• Phase 6: Final Proposal due on April 24th.    (20%) 

Phase 1: Preproposal due Jan 30th 

The class will divide itself into 5 groups.  Find a partner and choose one of the following papers. Send an 
e-mail to pkatz@gsu.edu to indicate your top three choices and your partner.  Note that one group will 
have three partners. First come, first served on the selection. If you don’t have a partner, let me know 
and I can match you up. 

1. A visual motion detection circuit suggested by Drosophila connectomics 
http://www.nature.com.ezproxy.gsu.edu/nature/journal/v500/n7461/full/nature12450.html 

2. A directional tuning map of Drosophila elementary motion detectors 
http://www.nature.com.ezproxy.gsu.edu/nature/journal/v500/n7461/full/nature12320.html 

3. Feature detection and orientation tuning in the Drosophila central complex 
http://www.nature.com.ezproxy.gsu.edu/nature/journal/v503/n7475/full/nature12601.html 

4. Corticostriatal neurons in auditory cortex drive decisions during auditory discrimination 
http://www.nature.com.ezproxy.gsu.edu/nature/journal/v497/n7450/full/nature12077.html 

5. Cortical interneurons that specialize in disinhibitory control 
http://www.nature.com.ezproxy.gsu.edu/nature/journal/v503/n7477/full/nature12676.html 

6. Elemental gesture dynamics are encoded by song premotor cortical neurons 
http://www.nature.com.ezproxy.gsu.edu/nature/journal/v495/n7439/full/nature11967.html  

7. Distinct behavioural and network correlates of two interneuron types in prefrontal cortex 
http://www.nature.com.ezproxy.gsu.edu/nature/journal/v498/n7454/full/nature12176.html  

8. Behaviour-dependent recruitment of long-range projection neurons in somatosensory cortex 
http://www.nature.com.ezproxy.gsu.edu/nature/journal/v499/n7458/full/nature12236.html  

9. Random convergence of olfactory inputs in the Drosophila mushroom body 
http://www.nature.com.ezproxy.gsu.edu/nature/journal/v497/n7447/full/nature12063.html  

10. Non-redundant coding of aversive odours in the main olfactory pathway 
http://www.nature.com.ezproxy.gsu.edu/nature/journal/v497/n7450/full/nature12114.html  

11. A single pair of interneurons commands the Drosophila feeding motor program 
http://www.nature.com.ezproxy.gsu.edu/nature/journal/v499/n7456/full/nature12208.html  

12. Hierarchy of orofacial rhythms revealed through whisking and breathing 
http://www.nature.com.ezproxy.gsu.edu/nature/journal/v497/n7448/full/nature12076.html 
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You and your partner discuss the paper with each other to try to understand it and to brainstorm ideas.  
However, you will each, individually, write a Preproposal based on the paper from your group. It will 
have two parts: 
1. An Analysis, in which you answer the following questions about the paper you read: 

a. Provide the full reference for the paper 
b. Big Question:  What larger question is the Research Question(s) a part of? 
c. Background: What previous observations or ideas led the investigators to do this research? 
d. Research Question: What question(s) did they try to answer in this paper? 
e. Hypothesis: What were their proposed answer(s) to that question? 
f. Approach: What methods/models were used to test the hypothesis?  What was measured? 
g. Analysis:  Did their data support or refute their hypothesis?  Explain how. 

2. Pre-Proposal outline:  Based in the research paper that you read, come up with a question, a 
hypothesis and an experiment to test the hypothesis.  This is pre-proposal.  It could follow up on a 
question that the paper raises.  It could apply the techniques of the paper to answer a different 
question.  Once you have a preproposal in mind, answer the following questions: 

a. Research Question: What question will you try to answer? 
b. Hypothesis: What is your proposed answer to that question? 
c. Approach: What methods/models will be used to test the hypothesis?  What will be 

measured? 
d. Predictions: Use if-then and if not-then logic statements to predict, respectively, what data 

might be obtained that would support the hypothesis and what data might be obtained that 
would refute the hypothesis. 

Be concise in your answers (800 word limit). Write out the pre-proposal in full, grammatically-correct 
sentences, not a bullet list. The Preproposal is due Jan 30th before class.  Please submit your 
preproposal electronically to pkatz@gsu.edu as a Word .doc or .docx attachment.  Make sure to include 
your name on the document. 

Phase 1 counts for 10% of your assignment grade.   
Your grade will be based on following directions, logical flow, understanding what a hypothesis is, and 
scientific accuracy. 
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Phase 2: Proposal due Feb 27th   

Once you have received feedback on your preproposal, you will write a full proposal with the following 
components:  
1. Synopsis: (max 250 words) Concisely summarize the content of the same? paper.  You will not have 
room to go into depth about each of the experiments in your synopsis.  Explain the results in your own 
words with your own organization.  This means that you have to distill the content to get to the essence 
of the paper.    
2. Proposal:  (max 700 words) Clearly state your research question.  Propose a hypothesis and a short 
series of experiments to test that ONE hypothesis. You need not limit yourself to experiments that 
directly follow from the paper.  Just use the original paper as background for your study.  Feel free to be 
creative. If you stray from the subject of the original paper then make sure you include enough 
information for your reviewers to understand the significance of your proposal.  Your goal is to try to 
convince the reader that these experiments are worthy of funding.   
Include the following components:  

a) The question that you are addressing 
b) The rationale for asking that question including its significance 
c) The hypothesis that you are testing 
d) The rationale for proposing this hypothesis 
e) Predictions that follow from the hypothesis. 
f) The experiments that you will conduct to test the hypothesis, including controls/alternate 

hypotheses.  
g) The potential outcomes of the experiments and their interpretations. Be clear about which 

results would support your hypothesis and which would undermine or refute it. You can 
propose a follow up experiment in case you get a particular outcome, but do not include “future 
experiments” that are not relevant to this proposal. 

Do not include detailed methods such as the number of animals used or the concentration of the drug. 
The goal is to think about the logic of the experiment. 
Phase 2 counts as 20% of your Assignment grade. 
Your grade will be based on: 1) following directions, 2) accuracy, 3) logical flow of experiments, 4) 
writing style and grammar. 
The Proposal is due Feb 27th before class.  Please submit your proposal electronically to pkatz@gsu.edu 
as a Word .doc or .docx attachment.  Do NOT include your name on the document, instead, name the 
file: YourLastName_Proposal.doc. 
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Phase 3: Peer Review due March 25th  
 
I will take the names off the Proposals, assign them a code, and distribute them via e-mail to three of 
your classmates for Peer Review.  You will also receive three anonymous proposals, one based on the 
paper you read and two based on the other papers.  You will be the primary reviewer for one proposal, 
a secondary reviewer for another, and a “reader” for the third.  The primary and secondary reviewers 
must complete a written review.  The reader should be prepared to discuss the proposal in the Review 
Panel but submitting a written review is optional. In your review of your classmates' work, consider NIH 
guidelines: (http://grants.nih.gov/grants/peer/critiques/rpg.htm#rpg_01). You must include the 
following sections: 

1. Summary: Summarize in a paragraph what you thought the proposal was about.  You could also 
state here what the major strengths and weaknesses of the proposal were. 

2. Overall Impact (Scientific Merit):  Were the proposed experiments interesting and feasible?  Give 
high grades for creativity in this area.  Will they test the hypothesis conclusively?  Are there controls 
or tests of alternate hypotheses that are missing?  What were the strengths and what were the 
weaknesses of the Proposal?  Consider Significance, Innovation, and Approach, as defined in the NIH 
guidelines and below. 

3. Significance:  Does the project address an important problem or a critical barrier to progress in the 
field? 

4. Innovation: Does the application challenge and seek to shift current research or clinical practice 
paradigms by utilizing novel theoretical concepts, approaches or methodologies, instrumentation, or 
interventions? Is a refinement, improvement, or new application of theoretical concepts, 
approaches or methodologies, instrumentation, or interventions proposed? 

5. Approach: Are the overall strategy, methodology, and analyses well-reasoned and appropriate to 
accomplish the specific aims of the project? Are potential problems, alternative strategies, and 
benchmarks for success presented? 

6. Based on your review of your classmate’s Proposal, give it a numerical score of 1-9.  We will use the 
same rating system as NIH:  
(http://grants.nih.gov/grants/peer/guidelines_general/scoring_system_and_procedure.pdf) The 
numerical score should be consistent with your written comments; i.e. if your review is full of 
criticisms and no praise, do not give it a 2. Do not use decimals; Integers only. 
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 Be constructive in your comments. A long, rambling, hyper-critical review will not get a good 
grade.  Neither will a short, uncritical ego booster.  Try to think of what would be of use to the student in 
revising the proposal. 

Once again, submit your written reviews as e-mail attachments to pkatz@gsu.edu before class on 
March 25th as separate Word documents. Use the ProposalReviewTemplate.docx, which is in the Files on 
the course website. Submit a separate file for each review.  Rename the documents: 
Code#PrimaryReview.docx where Code# is the Code# of the proposal that you are reviewing or 
Code#SecondaryReview.docx if you are the secondary reviewer.  Your review will be transmitted to the 
rest of the class.  Make sure that your name is not on the review. 
 
Your peer reviews will count for 20% of your assignment grade. 
Your grade will be based upon the accuracy, fairness, and thoroughness of the review.  
 
 
 
Phase 4: Review Panel on April 1st and 3rd     

• We will have 15 minutes to consider each proposal.   
• The primary reviewer will start by explaining what the proposal was.  The reviewer will then 

discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the proposal.  (7 min max) 
• The secondary reviewer and reader will speak in turn, but only if they disagree or have 

something of significance to add.  Each will then be asked for a numeric score. 
• The proposal will be open for discussion. 
• Afterward, each member of the panel will score the proposal on a ballot. 
• Note, that you will be in the room to hear the review of your own proposal.  You are not allowed 

to say anything or reveal that it is your proposal. 
• Similarly, be considerate of your colleagues in how you speak in the review panel. 

Phase 4 will count for 20% of your assignment grade.  Your grade will reflect your participation in the 
review panel, the thoroughness, and thoughtfulness of the review.  If you praise the proposal, you must 
provide reasons why this was a good proposal.  Similarly, if you politely trash the proposal, what were its 
problems?  If you do not contribute to the general discussion, you will not receive credit. If you make 
valid, thoughtful comments and ask non-superficial questions, you will get more credit.  Try to discuss 
the meat of the proposal rather than asking points of clarification questions.  Do the experiments really 
test the hypothesis?  Were the controls appropriate? 
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Phase 5: Oral presentation on April 15th and 17th  

Come to class prepared to give a 10 minute oral presentation of your proposal. Remember, we have 
discussed these proposals before, so you can get into the meat of the proposal. Use the feedback that 
you received during the review panel to help improve your proposal. Explain your experiments in 
enough detail that the class can assess whether the experiments would test your hypothesis.  Following 
each presentation there will be 5 minutes for discussion.   

You should make a Powerpoint presentation.  Here are some pointers:  
• Do not put things on the slides that you do not want your audience to look at or read; they 

should be paying attention to you.  So, if you have too much information on the slide, then 
they will be reading the slide and not listening to what you are saying. 

• Do provide sources for information on the bottom of the slide if you used images from 
papers.  Do not have a bibliography at the end; this is not a manuscript. 

• Make sure that your figures are legible.  Try to illustrate what you are talking about.  A good 
illustration is better than text. 

• Do not put complicated tables on the slides. 
 
Send your final Powerpoint file to pkatz@gsu.edu before class on April 15th. 
Phase 5 is worth 10% of your assignment grade. Your grade on Phase 5 will be based on how well you 
were able to convey your proposal, whether you kept within the time limit, whether you spoke clearly, 
whether you answered questions well.  You will also receive credit for participating in the discussion if 
you ask thoughtful questions that help delineate the proposal.   
 

Phase 6 Final Proposal due on April 24th 

You will revise your proposal based on the feedback from the review panel. The form of the proposal is 
roughly the same format as the Neuroscience PhD preproposal.   
see http://neuroscience.gsu.edu/Files/CBN/NI_Policy_2012-2013.pdf 

1. Specific Aim (approximately 200 words): This section should describe concisely and realistically what 
the proposed research is intended to accomplish.  Propose one aim (goal) of the project.  Then 
formulate an interesting hypothesis that addresses this goal.  Be sure to explain briefly how the 
experiments will be used to test the hypothesis. This section should include the following:  

• What is the general question that it is your goal to answer (Specific Aim)? 
• What is the hypothesis that you plan to test?  
• What is the rationale for this hypothesis (why do you think it's a reasonable and important one)? 

What general methods or approach will be employed and in what model system? Why? What 
experimental outcomes would support/refute the hypothesis? 

2. Background and Significance (approximately 300 words): The purpose of the background and 
significance section is to state the problem to be investigated, the rationale for the proposed research, 
the current state of knowledge relevant to the proposal, and the potential contribution of this research 
to the issue addressed. Do not include information that is not relevant to your proposal. Do include the 
following points:  

• What is the "Big Picture" question being addressed (the global issue)? 
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• What is already known about the issue and what gaps will your project fill?  Make sure the 
citations are specifically related to the proposed research.  Use your own words and do not 
plagiarize or paraphrase the words of others (plagiarists are at risk of receiving a ZERO for the 
assignment).  

• Highlight why this previous research is important beyond the confines of a specific project; i.e., 
how can your potential results be applied to further research in this field or be generalized to 
related areas (i.e. go back to the Big Picture)? 

• Why is the proposed work important? That is, what unique contribution will it make to the 
scientific literature?  

3. Experimental Design (approximately 500 words): The purpose of the experimental design section is to 
describe how the research will be carried out.  Provide enough detail for a reader to see that these 
experiments are sufficient to test the hypothesis and that the project is feasible (i.e. technically possible 
to do in less than 5 years with fewer than five experienced researchers).  Consider the following:  

• Your experiments should be designed to test (support and refute) your hypothesis. 
• Give an indication of how the results will be analyzed.  What types of measurements will you 

make?  What is the resolution of those measurements?  How will you tell if the results are 
significant?  

• Include control experiments that test for alternate hypotheses.  Do not simply label a group of 
subjects or a manipulation or a measurement as a negative or positive control, rather state 
clearly what alternative explanation of the data each control is controlling for. 

• Make a logical tree structure or flow chart that will guide the experiments you do in order to 
eliminate hypotheses. “If I get this result, it will mean X and not Y. If I get another result, it 
would be inconclusive and I would need to do these further experiments to distinguish between 
X and Y.”  

• Do not give details of the methods, just the techniques you will use.  Use citations as references 
for published methods. Methods should be feasible in your chosen system and you should have 
some knowledge about the methods' strengths and limitations and what controls are necessary. 

• The design of your experiments should allow you to state whether your initial hypothesis is 
supported or refuted, regardless of the outcome of the experiments.  

• Try to attack the question from a number of angles. 
• Design experiments that could DISprove the hypothesis rather just gathering evidence to 

support it. 

The paper should include in-text citations to relevant literature.  Use the Journal of Neuroscience 
format:  http://www.jneurosci.org/misc/ifa_organization.shtml.  The paper should be no longer than 
1000 words, not including the bibliography or any figures. 

Hardcopy due in class Monday April 24th and submitted electronically before class as an attachment to 
pkatz@gsu.edu.   

Phase 6 will count for 20% of your assignment grade. 
Your grade will be based on: 1) following directions, 2) accuracy, 3) scientific merit, 4) logical flow of 
experiments, 5) writing style and grammar. 
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